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PURPOSE 
In the coming months, the Mind Project Team will begin experimenting with different physical 
designs for the new Mind Section of the Exploratorium.  We will be trying to create a distinct 
area of the museum that will support visitors in reflecting on their own thinking, feeling and 
behavior while interacting with our exhibits, programs, and with each other.  The team has 
identified 6 main areas that we intend to focus on for the first series of experiments:  
• The entrance as a threshold into a distinct area of the museum 
• The boundary at the west side of the current section 
• Traffic patterns in the space 
• Spaces that challenge the users’ minds 
• Quiet reflective spaces, in our dynamic, often chaotic, floor 
• Group, or social, spaces  
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The purpose of this study is to collect baseline data on how visitors are moving through the 
current Mind Section.  More specifically,  
• How do people enter the current section?  Is it through the Front Entrance at the north or 

through the western ‘boundary’? 
• Which exhibits and which areas of the Mind Section do visitors go to? 
• How long do people stay in the section, in the Front and Back areas, and at each exhibit? 
 
Figure 1 and Figure 2 show the Mind Section we studied.  Note that at the time of the study, the 
Philosopher’s Corner was the only space that we had prototyped as a quiet, reflective place that 
tries to encourage visitors to ponder and discuss philosophical questions.  Additional spaces 
such as a Mediatorium are currently under development. 
 
Figure 1. Layout of the Mind Section.  This indicates relative position and is not to scale.  The light grey 
shapes represent exhibits, and the purple arrows indicate entry and exit points.  Blue lines denote 
physical boundaries (e.g. walls), the light blue lines outlines what this study refers to as the Front Area, 
and the green outlines the Back Area of the Mind section.  The grey shadows note areas for which no 
data were collected because they could not be seen with the webcams mounted overhead. 
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Figure 2. Overhead shot of the Mind Section.   

The Front Area 

 

The Back Area 

 
 

SUMMARY OF KEY FINDINGS 
The Results section provides details of the findings from this study.  The following is a summary 
of the key points:  
 
• The Front Entrance is not necessarily the main entrance into the Mind Section.   
• Only one-third of the visitors visited both the Front and the Back areas of the section. 
• Which exhibits a visitor saw depended on how that visitor entered the Mind Section. 
• Visitors stopped at few  (about 15%) exhibits overall. 
• About 20% of the people cut through the Mind Section without stopping at any exhibit. 
• Even the visitors who did stop at at least one exhibit stayed a short time, 2:42 (median). 
• The most popular exhibit, Startle Response, had 25% visitation. 
• The Sweep Rate Index (SRI) for the entire section is high indicating that visitors move very 

quickly through the section.  But, the SRI for the area a person actually visited (whether only 
the Front, only the Back or both the Front and the Back) is comparable to Seeing, the 
adjacent collection. 

• The median holding time varied from exhibit to exhibit but was typically under one minute. 
• The Philosopher’s Corner, a space intended to encourage reflection, had a short holding 

time (56 seconds). 

THE TOOLS 
A timing and tracking study is typically done to answer questions about holding time and traffic 
patterns.  However, collecting, entering and then analyzing timing and tracking data can be time 
consuming and resource intensive.  This is because these studies often involve several 
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evaluators who each follow a randomly selected individual visitor as s/he enters the space, 
noting on a piece of paper where and when that individual stops.  The data then need to be 
laboriously typed in for analysis.     
 
Because we would like to conduct timing and tracking studies as part of the formative evaluation 
process1, we decided to adapt and create new tools that would facilitate the data collecting, 
entry and analysis of timing and tracking data.  This would allow quick turn-around and give 
timely results that can be used to inform any redesign.   Whenever possible, we made use of 
off-the-shelf, inexpensive software and hardware, and designed each tool in the suite to be 
modular, which could be used independently of one another.   Three tools make up our suite: 
• Overhead Webcams to collect video data   
• FileMaker files to facilitate data entry 
• A Trail Mapper application to analyze data and map exhibit visits 
 
Overhead Webcams 
Two overhead webcams were used to capture video of people moving in the Mind Section 
below.  The setup entailed mounting two Apple iSight webcams on the rafters, one over the 
Front and the other over the Back Area of the Mind Section.  Each iSight was connected to a 60 
foot-long firewire that drops to a ledge about 9 feet above the floor in each area.  This allowed 
the webcams to be powered through the firewire cables, thus, only the webcams were left high 
overhead. 
 
The computers used were positioned closer to the floor and, therefore, could be easily accessed 
and did not need to be dedicated to the setup.  (In fact, the MACs we used for video capture 
were machines we borrowed only for the few days we were doing video capture.)  When we 
wanted to capture video data, we would connect a MAC, each running OS X to the webcam via 
the long firewire drop. Installed on each MAC were: 
• QuickTime Broadcaster to capture video in MPEG format, 
• Ecamm Network’s iGlasses to control the settings for the iSight, and 
• iCal to schedule the start and stop of each video capture with AppleScripts2. 
The computers were set up to open these applications automatically upon startup. Thus, video 
capture entailed merely connecting the MAC to the firewire and powering up.     
 
Because the webcams were mounted overhead, the videos actually contain no identifying 
information of the people moving through the Mind Section, allowing us to both protect the 
anonymity of our human subjects3 as well as capture natural behavior.   This advantage was, at 
the same time, a major disadvantage; it was difficult to determine the gender or age group of 
some of the individuals we were trying to track.   
                                                 
1 Timing and tracking studies are almost always done as part of summative, not formative, evaluation. 
2 To keep video file sizes manageable, we keep each video capture under 2.5 hours. 
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3 We also place a sign at the front of the museum informing visitors that they may be videotaped in certain 
areas of the museum. 



 
 
 

 
In addition, we could not see the entire Mind area with the two webcams.  That is, we could not 
‘follow’ a visitor into the Mind Theatre, and some areas close to the eastern wall of the Mind 
Section were not visible.  These ‘hidden’ areas are shown in Figure 1.  This made it difficult, but 
not impossible to track visitors who entered into but then reappeared from these areas. 
 
FileMaker Data Entry 
We created a file in FileMaker Pro 6 to facilitate data entry with the videos we captured.  Two 
different layouts were created in the same file for the Front and the Back areas of the Mind 
Section.  See Figure 3 and Figure 4.    Buttons on each layout controlled the playback of the 
videos in QuickTime.  In addition, there was a FileMaker scripts associated with each entrance, 
exit and exhibit on a layout.  Clicking on a component on a layout would add an entry to the 
Notes field that included 
• for entrances and exits, the name of that entrance/exit and the timestamp when the visitor 

being tracked crossed that entry or exit point. 
• for exhibits, the name of the exhibit, the video time a visitor stopped at the exhibit, and the 

video time that visitor turned and left the exhibit. 
 
Each FileMaker record corresponds to one visitor’s visit to the Mind Section.  In addition to 
entering timing and tracking information, we could also note the visitor’s demographic 
information in the same FileMaker record. 
 
Note that this tool can also be used without video for real-time data collection and entry of timing 
and tracking information.   The video can, however, facilitate data entry by allowing us to fast-
forward, which can save time especially if a visitor is spending a long time at an exhibit or set of 
exhibits.  We can also rewind the video if we’ve missed anything.   
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Figure 3.  FileMaker file for data entry for the Front Area of the Mind Section.  The layout maps to 
the position of exhibits at the Front of the Mind Section as seen by the webcam.   
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Figure 4.  FileMaker file for data entry for the Back Area of the Mind Section.  The layout maps to the 
position of exhibits as seen by the webcam at the Back of the Mind Section.   
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Trail Mapper 
The final tool was implemented in C++.    It parses the FileMaker data in the Notes field and 
outputs a tally of the number of visits made to each exhibit and each exhibit’s average holding 
time.  It also generates a diagram of visitors’ movement through the Mind Section.  
 
Trail Mapper requires 2 input files: 

xbitList.txt – lists the name of the entrances, exits, and exhibits in the section, and 
information about the shape that represents each of these components in the diagram 
(i.e., the number of vertices of the shape, and the coordinates of the vertices).    See 
Figure 5 for a partial listing. 

record.tab – the export of the record ID and the Notes field from the FileMaker data file. 
 
Figure 5. Partial listing of the xbitList.txt file 

exhibit nvertices vertices 
… 
exitFrontIn 3 0.790 0.936 0.842 0.896 0.792 0.820 
exitFrontOut 3 0.747 0.972 0.747 0.864 0.695 0.896 
… 
dividedAttn 4 0.375 0.764 0.375 0.640 0.450 0.640 0.450 0.764 
fadingSense 4 0.887 0.916 0.997 0.916 0.997 0.840 0.887 0.840 
… 

 
 
Trail Mapper then generate two output files:  

output.xls – lists the components (i.e., entrances, exits and exhibits) and for each, the 
number of visitors who used that component, the maximum holding time, and the 
average (mean) holding time in seconds. (See Figure 6.) 

link.xls – gives a count of the number of visitors who moved from one component to another. 
(See Figure 7.) 

 
Figure 6. Partial listing of the output.xls output 

Exhibit  count  min  max  average hold 
…     
exitFrontIn 40 0 1 0 
exitFrontOut 26 0 1 0 
…     
dividedAttn 15 0 228 77 
fadingSense 7 0 49 19 
…     
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Figure 7. Partial listing of the link.xls output 
Component-component count 
… 
exitFrontIn-startleResponse 1
… 
dividedAttn-exitSide1Out 9
… 
fadingSense-exitFrontOut 3
… 

 
 
Finally, Trail Mapper generates a composite diagram of how visitors move from component to 
component in the Mind Section.  An example is shown in Figure 8.  In these diagrams,  
• The blue lines denote physical walls in the section.  
• The shapes in grey represent the different exhibits in the Mind Section that can be seen with 

the webcam.  
− The intensity, or brightness, indicates roughly how many stops were made at that 

exhibit.  
• The purple triangles stand for entrances and exits into and out of the Mind Section.  

− Each triangle includes directionality.  So, a triangle that points out of the Mind Section 
represents an exit.  Alternatively, a triangle that points in is an entrance. 

− The brighter the purple triangle, the more people used that entrance or exit.   
• The green-red lines represent the sequence of stops visitors made while visiting this section.   

− The green end of a line indicates the starting component, and the red end of each line 
shows the next component visited.   

− The thickness of a line roughly corresponds to the number of times visitors moved 
between those two components. 
 

Looking at the example in Figure 8, we can get a sense of the more popular components (e.g. 
Startle Response), which appear brighter than the less frequented components, and the 
dominant paths, if there are any, that visitors take through the Mind Section.   
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Figure 8.  Example Trail Mapper diagram.   The blue lines denote physical walls in the section. The 
grey shapes represent the different Mind exhibits, and the purple triangles stand for entrances and exits 
into and out of the Mind Section.  The green-red lines represent the sequence of stops visitors made at 
different components in the section. 

 
 

METHOD 
Videotaping 
We used the Overhead Webcams to collect videos of visitor movement in the Front and Back 
areas of the Mind Section over the course of 4 days, 2 weekdays and 2 weekend days. 
 

Date Day Times 

April 26, 2006 Wednesday 10am-3pm 

April 29, 2006 Saturday 10am-3pm 

May 7, 2006 Sunday 10am-4pm 

May 10, 2006 Wednesday 10am-4pm 
 
The clocks on both of our video capture computers were roughly synchronized.   So, when 
video capture began for the Front Area, video capture also began (+/- 30 seconds) for the Back 
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Area.  This made it easier to piece together a section-wide view which is important for tracking 
visitors who move between the Front and the Back of the Mind Section. 
 
On each of these days, we placed a sign (Figure 9) at the entrance of the Exploratorium to 
inform our visitors that they may be videotaped in certain areas of the museum that day.  We 
positioned the sign next to Admissions before the first visitor came in at 10am and removed the 
sign at the end of the day when we had closed.   
 
Figure 9 Sign placed at the entrance of the Exploratorium informing visitors of videotaping 
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We generated 20 MPEG movies, 10 for the Front Area and 10 for the Back Area of the Mind 
Section for the 4 days of this study. 
 
Data Entry 
We used the FileMaker Data Entry file with the MPEG video, to enter our timing and tracking 
data.  To do so, we looked at the video of the Front Area and chose the first person to enter that 
area from outside the Mind Section, at the start of every 10-minute interval.  For example, we 
would track the first person to enter the Front Area after 10:00am, then the first person to enter 
the Front Area after 10:10am, and so on.  We did not consider visitors who were coming into the 
Front Area from the Back Area of the Mind Section.  These visitors would be accounted for 
when we track visitors entering the Mind Section through the Back as seen in the other video.   
 
Similarly, we looked at the videotape of the Back Area and tracked the first person to enter that 
area from outside the Mind Section at 10-minute intervals. In this way, we would track 
approximately 6 visitors per hour of videotape for visitors entering into the Back and 6 visitors 
per hour for visitors entering into the Front. 
 
We tried to only track visitors, and it was usually easy enough to identify staff, especially 
Explainers who wear bright orange vests.  If a staff member were the first person to enter the 
Mind Section during the 10-minute slot, we would skip that staff member to wait for the next 
visitor who entered the space. 
 
See  www.exploratorium.edu/partner/pdf/mindCamFrontAnn.mov for a video demonstration of 
how we tracked a person entering the Front Area and 
www.exploratorium.edu/partner/pdf/mindCamBackAnn.mov for a person entering the Back 
Area. 
 
To track the complete path of a visitor who moved between the Front and the Back areas of the 
Mind Section, we viewed both videos, the one of the Front and the one of the Back.  Because 
the video capture for both areas start and end at the same time (+/- 30 seconds), the 
coordination was relatively straightforward.  That is, if the person we were tracking left the Front 
to go into the Back Area at time 00:25:34 in the Front Area video, then we would look for that 
same person entering the Back Area from the Front at 00:25:04 to 00:26:04 in the video for the 
Back Area.   
 
A video showing how we tracked a visitor as s/he moves from the Front to the Back of the 
section can be found at www.exploratorium.edu/partner/pdf/mindCamBtwnAnn.mov. 
 
The greater difficulty occurred when a visitor we were following on the videotape moved into an 
area not covered by the webcam.  This is indicated by the grey shadowed spaces in Figure 1.  
In these cases, we would look at the video for at least 10 minutes4 to see if we could see the 
person re-emerge in either video, of the Back or the Front Area from the hidden spaces.  We 
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4 Fast-forwarding helped, but this was still required watching both videos very closely. 

http://www.exploratorium.edu/partner/pdf/mindCamFrontAnn.mov
http://www.exploratorium.edu/partner/pdf/mindCamBackAnn.mov
http://www.exploratorium.edu/partner/pdf/mindCamBtwnAnn.mov


 
 
 

lost approximately 4% (11/250) of the people we were trying to track because they 
‘disappeared’ in these hidden areas.  In these cases, we noted that their trails are incomplete.    
 
We tracked the visitor selected until s/he left the Mind Section, which is consistent with most 
timing and tracking studies.  However, we also decided to watch the videos for approximately 2 
minutes to see if the individual came back.    This was difficult to do, and we are not sure if we 
caught most of the people who did come back, if they came back at all. 
 
We also noted demographic information for each person we tracked.  We entered this 
information into the same FileMaker file.  However, at times, we could not determine the visitors’ 
gender or age group.   As it turned out, noting the clothing color, gait and whom the visitor was 
with was more helpful in tracking the individual, especially as s/he moved from one area to the 
next.  This information also allowed another evaluator to find and retrack the same individual in 
case we needed to check the data or if we wanted to assess reliability. 
 

DATA CORPUS 
We collected and entered timing and tracking data for 239 people for the 4 days of the study.  
The 239 do not include people who disappeared and never reappeared from hidden areas.  But, 
it does include everyone whom we were able to track entering and exiting the section regardless 
of whether or not that visitor stopped at any exhibit and regardless of how long that person 
stayed in the Mind Section.  Sometimes, timing and tracking studies exclude visitors who stay in 
an area less than a set time or who do not engage with any exhibit during their visit.  We chose 
to not impose these restrictions initially; this was in order to capture how people move through 
the space, not just how visitors with the intention of visiting an exhibition, interact with its 
exhibits. 
 
The following tables give the demographic information for the visitors we tracked. 
 
Table 1.  Gender of the people tracked 

Date Male Female Unknown Total 

4/26/06 (Wednesday)  18 27 10 55 

4/29/06 (Saturday)  21 18 13 52 

5/7/06 (Sunday)  25 22 20 66 

5/10/06 (Wednesday)  26 26 16 66 

Total 90 93 59 239 
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Table 2.  Age group of the people tracked 

Date Child Teen Adult Unknown Total 

4/26/06 (Wednesday)  14 22 16 3 55 

4/29/06 (Saturday)  13 5 29 5 52 

5/7/06 (Sunday)  15 2 35 14 66 

5/10/06 (Wednesday)  15 11 20 20 66 

Total 57 40 100 42 239 
 

RESULTS 
We used two sets of data in our analysis:  
• The data from sampling each area, the Front and the Back, every 10 minutes.  (N = 239)  

This set consists of data for the first person who entered into the Front Area from outside the 
Mind Section for every 10-minute interval and the first person who entered into the Back 
Area from outside the section in the same interval.   This data is used to characterize 
visitors’ movement according to the entrance they used.   

• The data from sampling the entire Mind Section every 10 minutes.  (N = 106)  This is a 
subset of the complete data set.  To create this data set, we identified the first person to 
enter the entire Mind Section for each 10-minute interval, either into the Front or into the 
Back Area.5  The timing and tracking data for that set of individuals were used to determine 
how visitors move and use the Mind Section overall.  This data set is more representative of 
the proportion of people who enter from all the entrances.  If we were to use the complete 
data set collected by tracking the first person to enter the Front and the first person to enter 
the Back for every 10-minute interval, we may be unfairly weighting an entrance. 

 
How do people enter the Mind Section? 
 
The Front Entrance is not necessarily the main entrance into the Mind Section   
 (This analysis used the data set obtained from sampling visitors for the entire Mind Section 
every 10 minutes; N = 106.) 
 
Thirty-eight percent (38%) of the people we tracked came in through the Front Entrance.  Yet, 
about the same number, 36%, used the Side Rear entrance (i.e., the back western boundary of 
the Mind Section) and about 21% of the visitors slipped in through the Side Front, in the spaces 
between exhibits, particularly Startle Response and Divided Attention.  There were some 
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5 It was difficult to look at both videos simultaneously and reliably see which entrance was used first. 
Consequently, we decided to look at the data entered from the 2 videos of both the Back and the Front 
areas for each 10 minute interval, compare the time a visitor first came in either the Front or the Back, 
and choose the data for the visitor that came in first.    Thus, we obtained 106 data points, approximately 
half, from the original set of 239.   



 
 
 

differences between weekday and weekend days for each entrance, but none that were 
significant.  (See Table 3 and Figure 10.)  
 
Table 3.  Entrances used 

Entrance Weekday Weekend Overall 

Front Entrance 12 (28%) 28 (44%) 40 (38%) 

Side Rear Entrance 17 (40%) 21 (33%) 38 (36%) 

Side Entrance 1 (between Startle 
Response and Divided Attention) 8 (19%) 11 (17%) 19 (18%) 

Startle Response Entrance 4 (9%) 2 (3%) 6 (6%) 

Side Entrance 2 (behind Startle 
Response) 1 (2%) 1 (2%) 2 (2%) 

Back Entrance 1 (2%) 0 (0%) 1 (1%) 

Total  43 (100%) 63 (100%) 106 (100%)
 
Figure 10.  Diagram of entrances used.  The width of the green arrows corresponds to the percentage 
of people who used that entrance. 
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Which areas and exhibits of the Mind Section do visitors stop at? 
 
Only one-third of the visitors visited both the Front and the Back Areas of the Mind Section. 
(This analysis used the data set from sampling visitors coming into the Mind Section every 10 
minutes; N = 106.) 
 
Only 34% of the visitors who entered the Mind visited both the Front and the Back areas in one 
uninterrupted visit.  Because it was difficult to track visitors who re-entered the section, we do 
not know if visitors actually do see both areas, visiting the other when they return to the Mind 
Section.  At the very least, these data indicate that visitors’ Mind experience is a temporally 
fragmented experience. 
 
Figure 11.  Areas visited 

Areas Visited

Front 
and Back

34%

Front 
only
42%

Back 
only
24%

 
 
Visitors stopped at few  (about 15%) exhibits in the overall Mind Section. 
(This analysis used the data set obtained from sampling visitors coming into the Mind Section 
every 10 minutes; N = 106.) 
 
To determine the number of different exhibits that visitors stopped at in the Mind Section, we 
considered the data with two different assumptions: 
• To arrive at the conservative estimate of the number of different exhibits people stopped at, 

we assumed that all of the visitors who entered the areas outside our webcams’ field of 
view, visited none of the exhibits in those obscured areas.    
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• To arrive at the liberal estimate of the number of exhibits people stopped at, we assumed 
that all of these same visitors, who entered a partially or completed obscured area, visited 
all of the exhibits in those obscured areas.    

The exhibits that are completely or partially hidden from view are listed in Table 4. 
 
Table 4.  Hidden and partially obscured exhibits  

Exhibit Area Completely or partially 
hidden 

The Eyes Have It Front area Completely hidden 

Polite/ Delight Smile  Front area Completely hidden 

Magnetic Faces  Front area Completely hidden 

Sock Puppets  Front area Partially hidden 

Mind Theatre Front area 
Partially hidden            
(we can see visitors peer 
in and read the signs) 

Philosopher’s Corner – bookshelf Back area Partially hidden 

Philosopher’s Corner – true/ false sign Back area Partially hidden 
 
 
Because this study is interested in how people moved through the Mind Section, we tracked 
both people who did and people who did not stop at an exhibit.  However, typically, timing and 
tracking studies only collect data for visitors who made at least one stop.  This is because these 
studies are interested in visitors whose intentions are to visit a collection or exhibition to use its 
exhibits, and not people who may just be ‘passing through.’  To be comparable with other timing 
and tracking studies, we also looked at our data excluding the timing and tracking information 
for people who did not stop at any exhibit.   
 
Table 5 summarizes the results for the different conditions.  
 
Table 5.  Number of different exhibits visitors stopped at in the Mind Section 

Assumption Group Considered N Median Mean Maximum

Includes passer-bys 106 2 2.3 7 
Conservative  

Includes only people who stopped 82 2.5 2.9 7 

Includes passer-bys 106 2 2.3 7 
Liberal  

Includes only people who stopped 83 3 4.0 11 
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So, even with the most liberal estimates, visitors on average saw less than 15% of the exhibits6 
we had on the floor during their visit to the Mind Section.  Again, a visitor may have returned to 
the Mind Section to use additional exhibits, and we could not reliably capture these instances.  
However, this low number suggests that during one continuous visit, visitors saw a small 
minority of our exhibits, and, therefore, the collection of exhibits is not experienced as a 
cohesive set. 
 
We compared these results with timing and tracking results from summative evaluations for 2 
other collections at the Exploratorium and to the average for exhibitions of similar size 
elsewhere.  We discarded all the passersby from our data set to facilitate the comparison.  Even 
so, because the different studies used slightly different measures and criteria for selecting 
whom to track, the following can only be a rough comparison.   
 
The results tabulated in Table 6 suggest that visitors to the Mind Section see few of the exhibits 
in the current space compared to other collections here and elsewhere. 
 
Table 6.  Comparison of %DV and %Stops to other collections and exhibitions 

Collection % Diligent 
Visitors7 

Number of exhibits 
visited (mean) 

Number of exhibits 
in collection % Stops

Seeing 4% 18 93 19% 

Mind (conservative) 0% 2.3 28 8% 

Mind (liberal) 0% 4 28 14% 

Traits of Life No information 8 40 20% 

Science centers and 
museums8 (average 3,400 
sq ft) 19.6% - 34.7 28.8% 

 
 
We wondered if these comparatively low numbers may be due to the fact that about 2/3 of the 
people we tracked saw only one half, the Front or the Back Area, of the entire Mind Section.  
So, we looked at the percentage Diligent Visitors (%DV7) and percentage exhibit stops (% 
stops) according to the Mind areas visited.  These results are tabulated in Table 7, and we see 
that when we look at the areas visited, the %DV and % stops are more comparable to the 
figures for the adjacent Seeing Collection.   
 

                                                 
6 We had 27-29 working exhibits on the floor at one time. 
7 This is the percentage of visitors who saw at least 50% of the exhibits available. 
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8 These figures are from a synthesis study conducted by B. Serrell (Serrell, 1998, pp. 29.) 



 
 
 

Table 7.  %DV and %Stops according to Mind area visited 

Assumption Area N % Diligent 
Visitors 

Number of 
exhibits visited 

(mean) 

Number of 
exhibits in 
collection 

% Stops

Front only 26 4% 1.96 11 18% 

Back only 23 0% 2.74 14 20% Conservative 

Front and Back 33 0% 3.79 28 14% 

Front only 26 4% 2.69 14 19% 

Back only 23 13% 3.17 14 23% Liberal 

Front and Back 33 0% 5.55 28 20% 
 
Figure 12 and Figure 13 shows, respectively the conservative and the liberal scenarios for the 
entire Mind Section and according to the areas people visited.   
 
Figure 12.  Histogram of the number of exhibits stops during a visit to the Mind Section 
(Conservative Estimate) 
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Figure 13.  Histogram of the number of exhibit stops during a visit to the Mind Section (Liberal 
Estimate) 
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About 20% of the people cut through the Mind Section without stopping. 
(This analysis used the data set obtained from sampling visitors coming into the Mind Section 
every 10 minutes.) 
 
People who did not stop at any exhibit (N = 24) predominantly cut through the Mind Section 
walking between the Front Entrance and the gap between Divided Attention and Startle 
Response.  See Figure 14.  Note that this gap can be considered the first right ‘exit’ in the 
section.  This then echoes findings from other studies in environmental psychology that have 
shown that people favor going to the right; therefore, if there’s a right exit, people tend to drift to 
that exit. (Melton, 1972; Underhill, 1999) 
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Figure 14.  Trail diagram for visitors who did not stop at any exhibit 

 
 
 
The most popular exhibit had 25% visitation.  
(This analysis used the data set obtained from sampling visitors coming into the Mind Section 
every 10 minutes.) 
 
Table 8 and Figure 15 show how many visitors stopped at each of the exhibits for the entire 
Mind Section.   This measure is an indication of attraction power or popularity of the exhibits. 
 
Table 8.  Attraction Power 

Exhibit 
Count 

(Out of 106 Visitors     
unless otherwise noted) 

Startle Response 26 (25%) 

Sip of Conflict 23 (22%) 

Mirrorly a Window 21 (20%) 

Mask  20 (19%) 

Thru a Looking Glass (aka Mirror Table) 20 (19%) 

Emotional Faces 17 (16%) 
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Exhibit 
Count 

(Out of 106 Visitors     
unless otherwise noted) 

Rubber Hand 13/83 (16%) 9 

Mind Theatre 17 (16%) + 
Divided Attention 15 (14%) 

Language Blocks (aka Conversation) 14 (13%) 

Vanna  14 (13%) 

Crying Game 11 (10%) 

Laugh Box 11 (10%) 

Mind Online Interactive Kiosk (MOIK) 6/58 (10%) 10 

Sneaker Table 10 (9%) 

Personality Portrait 9 (8%) 

Daisy  8 (8%) 

Sock Puppet 8 (8%) + 
Fading Sensation 7 (7%) 

Find Faces 7 (7%) 

Skeleton Closet 6 (6%) 

Mark Twain 4 (4%) 

Hand and Feet 3 (3%) 

True/False Paradox 3 (3%) + 
Bookshelf  2 (2%) + 
Eyes Have It No information 

Magnetic Faces No information 

Polite/Delight Smile No information 
+ partial information; count may be higher 
 

                                                 
9 Rubber Hand was not available all day 4/26. 
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10 MOIK was not available the morning of 4/26 and all day 4/29. 



 
 
 

Figure 15.  Popularity of the different exhibits.    The brighter the exhibit, the more visitations.  We 
have only partial information for those exhibits labeled in orange, and no information for the exhibits 
labeled in red. 

 
 
These data show that even the most popular exhibit is seen by a minority of the people and 
suggest that the section is not thoroughly used.  
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Which entrance a visitor used affected what that visitor saw. 
(This analysis used the data set obtained from sampling visitors coming into the Front Area 
every 10 minutes and visitors entering the Back Area every 10 minutes; N = 239.) 
 
We did not find a prevailing path that visitors took as they moved through the Mind Section. We 
did, however, find:  
 
• People (N = 68) who entered through the Front Entrance most often 

− stopped at  
Startle Response - 19 (28%) 
Mind Theatre - 18 (26%) 
Emotion Faces - 14 (21%) 

− visited  
Front Area only - 40 (59%) 
Front and Back Areas - 28  (41%) 

− and exited through 
Side 1 Exit - 24 (35%) 
Front Exit - 15 (22%) 

See Figure 16. 
 
Figure 16.  Trail diagram for visitors who entered through the Front Entrance 
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• Visitors (N = 114) who came in through the Side Rear Entrance most frequently 
− stopped at  

Sip of Conflict - 41 (36%) 
Mirrorly a Window - 35 (31%) 
Mask - 33 (29%) 
Language Blocks11  - 28 (25%) 
Philosopher’s Corner - 26  (23%) 
Rubber Hand - 23 (20%) 

− went into  
Back Area only - 59 (52%) 
Front and Back Areas - 55 (48%) 

− and left through  
Side Rear Exit - 56 (49%) 

See Figure 17. 
 
Figure 17.  Trail diagram for visitors who enter through the Side Rear Entrance 
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11 This exhibit is labeled ‘conversation’ in the Trail Mapper diagram. 



 
 
 

• People (N = 34) who used the Side 1 Entrance, between Startle Response and Divided 
Attention, tended to 

− use  
Divided Attention - 9 (26%) 
Thru a Looking Glass12 - 8 (24%) 

− go to 
Front Area only - 24 (71%) 
Front and Back Areas - 10 (29%) 

− and exited at  
Side1 Exit - 12 (35%) 
Front Exit - 11 (32%) 

See Figure 18.   
 
Figure 18.  Trail diagram for visitors who enter through the Side 1 Entrance (between Startle 
Response and Divided Attention) 
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12 This exhibit is labeled ‘mirror table’ in the trail diagram. 



 
 
 

Finally, we looked to determine if how the visitor first entered the Mind Section made a 
difference in the number of different exhibits s/he visited.  A Kruskal-Wallis test shows that there 
is a difference (p = 0.000 < 0.05)13; people who entered through the Side Rear Entrance tended 
to stop at more exhibits.  This was the case for both the conservative and liberal assumptions. 
See Table 9 and Figure 19 and Figure 20. 
 
Table 9.  The number of different exhibits visited according to entrance used (includes 
passersby).  People who did not stop at any exhibits are included in this count. 

Assumption Entrance N Median Mean Maximum 

Front Entrance 68 2 2.2 7 

Side 1 Entrance 34 1 1.6 6 

Side Rear Entrance 114 3 3.1 7 
Conservative 

Other entrances 23 1 1.3 3 

Front Entrance 68 2 3.2 11 

Side 1 Entrance 34 1 2.2 10 

Side Rear Entrance 114 5 4.3 12 
Liberal  

Other entrances 23 1 1.9 8 
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13 This was the case regardless of whether we included or excluded the visitors who did not stop at any 
exhibit. 



 
 
 

Figure 19.  Histogram of exhibit stops (conservative estimate) according to entrance used.   
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Figure 20.  Histogram of exhibit stops (liberal estimate) according to entrance used.      
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How long do visitors stay? 
 
Visitors stayed a short time in the Mind Section 
(This analysis used the data set obtained from sampling visitors coming into the Mind Section 
every 10 minutes, excluding passersby14.) 
 
We found that on average people, who visited the Mind Section and stopped at no less than one 
exhibit, stayed for approximately 2 minutes in the Mind Section.  (The histogram is shown in 
Figure 21.)      This number reflects the amount of time visitors spend in one continuous, 
unbroken visit to the section. 
 
Figure 21.  Histogram of Time Spent in the Mind Section.  Median = 2:42; mean = 4:07; maximum = 
23:21.  This graph excludes passersby. 
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We also calculated the Sweep Rate Index (SRI) for entire Mind section.  This measure, the 
square footage divided by the mean time spent in that given space, gives a sense for how often 
visitors stopped and how long they stayed at the different exhibits in a collection or an exhibition 
(Serrell, 1998) and can be used to compare our Mind section to other collections and 
exhibitions, both at the Exploratorium and elsewhere.  A low figure suggests that visitors 
stopped often and engaged for longer times at the individual exhibits in the area.     
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14 A passerby is a person we did not see stop at any exhibit.   



 
 
 

The results summarized in Table 10 indicate that people move very quickly through the Mind 
Section, more quickly than through our Seeing or Traits of Life Collections, as well as the 
average for exhibitions of a similar size. 
    
Table 10.  Sweep Rate Index 

Area, Collection, or 
Exhibition Sq ft Mean time SRI 

Mind 2800 0:04:07 680 

Seeing 8500 0:20:00 425 

Traits 2800 0:08:06 346 

Science centers and 
museums15  3398.3 0:12:36 287.1 

 
The Sweep Rate Index for each area, however, is comparable to Seeing 
(This analysis used the data set obtained from sampling visitors coming into the Front and the 
Back Area every 10 minutes, excluding passersby.  N = 195) 
 
We asked if the high SRI was due to the fact that a majority of our visitors only visited either the 
Front or the Back half of the entire Mind Section.  To answer this question, we looked at the 
amount of time visitors spent in each area and the SRI for these visits. The results are tabulated 
in Table 11.   
 
Table 11.  SRI for the Front and Back Areas 

Area Visited N Sq ft Mean  SRI 

Front Only 53 1250 0:03:09 397 

Back Only 53 1250 0:03:03 410 

Front And Back 89 2800 0:06:23 439 

Seeing ~120 8500 0:20:00 425 
 
These results suggest that the SRI is high for the entire Mind Section because many of the 
people who enter this section only see either the Front or the Back Area.  In fact, the people, 
who only see half of the complete section, are covering the area at about the same rate as the 
visitors who go to both the Front and the Back Areas.  These SRIs are comparable to the SRI 
for the Seeing Collection, which is adjacent to Mind.    
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15 These figures are from a synthesis study conducted by B. Serrell (Serrell, 1998). pp. 29.) 



 
 
 

The holding times varied from exhibit to exhibit but was typically under one minute 
(This analysis used the data set obtained from sampling visitors coming into the Front Area 
every 10 minutes and people entering the Back Area every 10 minutes.) 
 
Table 12 shows the holding times for the exhibits in the Mind Section.     
 
Table 12.  Exhibit Holding Times.  This is ordered from the exhibit with the highest median holding time 
to the lowest.  

Exhibit N Median Mean Maximum 

Divided Attention 28 01:18 01:26 03:48 

Daisy  25 00:39 02:24 18:16 

Crying Game 36 00:38 00:46 02:42 

Mind Online Interactive Kiosk 14 00:38 01:08 07:03 

Mirror Table (aka Thru a 
Looking Glass) 35 00:32 00:49 03:13 

Personality Portrait 22 00:30 00:45 02:46 

Conversation Table (aka 
Language Blocks) 34 00:29 01:32 13:14 

Skeleton Closet 25 00:27 00:38 02:13 

Finding Faces 19 00:25 00:45 03:30 

Hand And Feet 9 00:22 00:22 00:59 

Mask  45 00:19 00:33 02:59 

Laugh Box 33 00:18 00:19 00:57 

Rubber Hand 36 00:18 00:34 02:34 

Sip Of Conflict 55 00:14 00:19 01:36 

Fading Sensation 10 00:12 00:16 00:49 

Emotional Faces 30 00:09 00:17 01:56 

Sneaker Table 28 00:09 00:10 00:32 

Mark Twain 43 00:09 01:11 13:03 

Startle Response 20 00:08 00:19 01:23 

Mirrorly a Window  56 00:07 00:15 01:14 

Vanna  11 00:05 00:06 00:16 

True/False Paradox Incomplete Information 

Bookshelf  Incomplete Information 

Mind Theatre Incomplete Information 
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Sock Puppet Incomplete Information 

Eyes Have It No information 

Magnetic Faces No information 

Polite/Delight Smile No information 
 
The Philosopher’s Corner, a space intended to encourage reflection, had a short holding time. 
 
On average, people stayed in the Philosopher’s Corner for 56 seconds (median), or 2 minutes 1 
second (mean).  This is a short time for an area designed to have people ponder philosophical 
questions about the mind. 
 

SUMMARY AND NEXT STEPS 
This timing and tracking study was conducted for the prototype Mind Section in place in May 
2005.  It provides a first look at how people move through this section - where they go, and how 
long they stay.  These data serve to inform the upcoming experiments the Mind Team plan to 
conduct in defining and designing a space for the new Mind Collection. 
 
Our key findings are summarized here: 
• Thirty-eight percent (38%) of the visitors we tracked came in through the Front Entrance.  

Most of the other people entered from the west at the boundary the Mind Section shares 
with the Seeing Collection.   

• Only one-third of the visitors visited both the Front and the Back Areas of the Mind Section. 
• Visitors stopped at few  (about 15%) exhibits in the overall Mind Section.  However, when 

we looked at the % exhibit stops according to the area visited (i.e. only the Front half, only 
the Back half, or both Front and Back), we found that visitors stopped at approximately 14% 
to 23% of the exhibits in the area they actually entered.   

• About 20% of the people cut through the Mind without ever stopping. 
• Which exhibits a visitor saw depended on how that visitor entered the Mind Section, through 

the Front Entrance, through the western Side Rear Entrance or between the exhibits, Startle 
Response and Divided Attention. 

• Visitors stayed a short time in the Mind Section, and the Sweep Rate Index (SRI), a 
measure for how quickly visitors move through an exhibition or collection, is high (680).  But, 
when we consider that most people only visit half of the entire Mind Section and looked at 
the SRI according to the area visited (i.e., the Front only, the Back only, or both Front and 
Back), the SRIs are comparable to Seeing, the adjacent collection. 

• The holding times varied from exhibit to exhibit but were typically under one minute. 
• The Philosopher’s Corner, a space intended to encourage reflection, had a short holding 

time of only 56 seconds, likely too short for deep pondering in that space. 
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These findings suggest:  
 
Redesigning the Front Entrance  
 
Originally, the Mind Team had assumed that most people would come through the Front 
Entrance.  In fact, all the labels and signs describing the project were mounted at this entrance. 
Our timing and tracking study, however, indicates that about half the visitors actually enter the 
Mind Section through its western (side) boundary that it shares with the Seeing Section. 
 
Currently, as visitors walk to the back of the museum, they can fork left into Mind or right into 
Seeing.   The Mind entrance, however, is somewhat recessed and smaller than Seeing’s.   This, 
coupled with the fact that people have a right-hand bias, may explain why some visitors do not 
enter Mind through its Front Entrance. 
 
In response, the Mind Team will be experimenting with ways to make the Front Entrance to the 
Mind Section more enticing.  We will be extending and enlarging the section’s Front Entrance 
and will create a more enticing entry experience that better sets the tone of the section. 
 
Better Defining and delineating the section 
 
To some extent, it will be difficult to structure visitors’ paths particularly in a place that tries to 
promote free-choice, self-directed exploration. We may, therefore, need to consider how to set 
the context for and orient visitors to the entire Mind Section, regardless of how they enter.    
 
We may do this by better delineating the Mind Section especially at its western boundary.  The 
team is currently looking into visual and physical ways making Mind a section distinct from its 
neighbors.  This, however, requires a thoughtful assessment of if and to what extent we want to 
differentiate as opposed to integrate with the rest of the Exploratorium and especially with the 
Seeing Section, which is Mind’s conceptual sibling as well as physical neighbor. 
 
Creating a more continuous section instead of 2 fragmented halves 
 
Originally the team placed a large, opaque, moveable wall between the Front and Back half of 
the Mind Section to help cluster the exhibits and promote conceptual coherence.  Because the 
team was just beginning to experiment with space, we used a wall that was readily available 
from the webcast studio, which may not have been ideal.  It is not clear if the wall helped 
conceptual coherence.  But, the data we collected seem to suggest that the wall deterred 
visitors from moving between the Front and the Back Areas of the Mind Section, essentially 
breaking up the section into two disjoint parts for most visitors.   It is possible that visitors came 
back to visit the other half of Mind after leaving the first half.16  At the very least, then, the Mind 
visit is temporally fragmented.   
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16 The timing and tracking method we used does not easily allow us to identify repeat visitors.  We, 
however, note that return visitors are not captured in typical timing and tracking studies either.   



 
 
 

The fact that a majority of the visitors experienced only half the Mind Section in any one visit 
explains why our SRI, %DV, and % exhibit stops for the entire section are lower than other 
exhibitions and collections.  However, when we look at these same measures for the areas (i.e. 
the Front Area, the Back Area, or the Front and the Back Area) people actually visited, then the 
SRI, %DV and % exhibit stops are comparable to the adjacent Seeing Collection.   
 
These findings suggest that the current wall detract from the section.  In fact, the team has 
already removing this wall.  Creating conceptual coherence for visitors may need to rely on 
other means such as a common look for thematically related exhibits or simply another type of 
wall that better groups rather than separates.  
 
Continuing to work on ways to encourage visitors to slow down, engage and reflect at our Mind 
exhibits and in our Mind spaces. 
 
The high SRI and low % stops for the entire Mind Section may be attributed to the fact that most 
visitors do not actually see both the Front and the Back Areas of the section.  However, even 
when we only consider the areas they visited, these figures, though comparable to Seeing, are 
still lower than the average for exhibitions of a similar size at other science museums and 
centers.  This suggests that we can still improve on making the Mind Section more engaging.    
This can be on the individual exhibit basis, and we continue to prototype and improve each one 
of our exhibits.  This could also mean working on designing spaces, such as the Philosopher’s 
Corner, to better encourage visitors to dwell and reflect, which is at the heart of a creating 
minds-on experiences in a hands-on place. 
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